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The "forum" let teachers and students be able to interact with learning. Teacher can enable the "anonymous discussion" function, each post or reply will not show the original author, so that students can issue the discussion more confidently.

【Note】When the user wants to publish the theme and respond to anonymously, the system will automatically switch to "anonymous" user, the user must switch back to their original identity.

I. Enable Anonymous Discussion Feature
In the setting page, enable the anonymous discussion feature by setting “Anonymous” as Yes. The default value is No.

II. Added Anonymous Discussion Topics
1. Enter the forum and click the “Add an anonymous new discussion topic” button
2. When you post a topic, the system will automatically switch to "Anonymous", so press the "Continue" button

3. From the top of the screen you can see that you have switched to an anonymous.

4. Typing the topic and content, then press the "Post to forum" button
Published successfully, the topic has published as an anonymous. You can return to the original identity by pressing the “Log with my actual user” button.
III. Anonymous Reply

For the topic you want to reply, press the "Reply anonymous" link, the system will automatically switch to "anonymous" user, and then enter the reply content.

IV. Contact Us

If you have any question or advice with the system, please contact Teaching & Learning Technology Division, Extension 61024, 61029.